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Summary 

 

Large-scale measurement of enteric methane (CH4) from individual animals is a prerequisite for 

estimation of genetic parameters and prediction of breeding values. Direct measurement of 

individual CH4 emissions is logistically demanding and expensive, and correlated traits (proxies) 

or models can be used instead as a means to predict emissions. However, most predictive models 

tend to be specific and are valid mainly within the circumstances under which they were 

developed. Robust prediction models that work across countries and production environments 

may be built by combining heterogeneous data from several sources. However, combining 

heterogeneous individual animal observations on CH4 proxies from several sources is 

challenging and reports are scant in the literature. The main objective of this study was to 

combine heterogeneous individual animal observations on CH4 proxies to develop robust enteric 

CH4 prediction models. Data on dairy cattle CH4 emissions and related proxies from 16 herds 

were made available by 13 research centers across 9 European countries within the Methagene 

EU COST Action FA1302 consortium on “Large-scale methane measurements on individual 

ruminants for genetic evaluations”. After a thorough editing and harmonization, the final 

dataset comprised 48,804 observations from 2,391 cows. Random Forest (RF) models were used 

to predict CH4 emissions and to estimate the relative importance of proxies for across-country 

predictions. Principal component analysis (PCA) was used to detect potential data stratifications. 

Milk yield, milk fat, DIM, BW, herd and country of origin appeared to be the most relevant 

proxies in the prediction model. An overall prediction accuracy of 0.81 was estimated from the 

combined heterogeneous data. This study is a first attempt to develop methods and approaches to 
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combine heterogeneous individual animal data on proxies for CH4 to build robust models for 

prediction of CH4 emissions across diverse production systems and environments. The 

methodology outlined here can be extended to combining heterogeneous data, pedigree 

information and genome-wide dense marker information for estimation of genetic parameters 

and prediction of breeding values for traits related to dairy system CH4 emissions.      

 

Keywords: enteric methane, heterogeneous data, prediction accuracy, methane proxies, random 

forest, dairy cattle 

 

Introduction  
 

Measurements of methane (CH4) emissions from individual animals can be used for establishing 

national inventories, assessment of mitigation strategies, genetic selection, and calculation of 

energy loss as eructed CH4 (Appuhamy et al. 2016). Methane measurement from a large 

population of individual cows is also a prerequisite for estimation of genetic parameters and 

prediction of breeding values. Several methods have been developed to measure CH4 emissions 

from dairy cows. However, measurements of CH4 production on an individual animal basis and 

on a large scale continue to be expensive and labour intensive (Kebreab et al., 2006, Negussie et 

al. 2017). As a consequence, mathematical models have been developed to predict enteric CH4 

emissions from cattle (Hristov et al., 2013b; Moate et al., 2011; Nielsen et al., 2013; Ramin & 

Huhtanen, 2013; Storlein et al., 2014; Charmley et al., 2016). Nonetheless, the problem with 

most prediction models is that they tend to be specific and work best only under the 

circumstances in which they were developed (Negussie et al. 2016, 2017). Recently, several 

studies have been reported and each varies in the type of data used for development of prediction 

models. Although some of the models used one specific source of data, most models, especially 

those covering several countries within a region, were developed largely by using literature data 

of treatment means to predict CH4 outputs. Although enteric CH4 emissions reported in the 

literature provide an effective way of constructing a dataset encompassing characteristics of 

cows in different regions of the world (Appuhamy et al. 2016, Negussie et al. 2016), there are 

some concerns. One main concern is related to the use of treatment means from the literature 

instead of individual cow observations. Depending on sample size and other factors, including 

measurement method, mean data from different studies can be associated with different degrees 

of uncertainty (Appuhamy et al. 2016). In general, to develop accurate and robust prediction 

models, the use of primary information that is based on individual animal measurements from 

several sources is preferable. However, combining such heterogeneous data from different 

sources, methods and environments is a difficult and challenging task. So far there is no report 

on prediction models developed by combining heterogeneous individual animal data from 

several CH4 proxies and applying complex statistical models. The main objectives of this study 

were firstly to combine heterogeneous individual animal proxies on CH4 from diverse sources 

and methods, and secondly to develop robust prediction models that work for different breeds, 

countries and production environments.   

 

Material and methods 
 

Data 
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Data on dairy cattle CH4 emissions and related proxies from 16 herds were made 

available by 13 research centres across 9 European countries belonging to the Methagene EU 

COST Action FA1302 consortium on “Large-scale methane measurements on individual 

ruminants for genetic evaluations”. Contributing centres were from Belgium, Denmark, Finland, 

France, Germany, Ireland, the Netherlands, Poland, Spain, Switzerland and UK. The data 

sources cover a diverse geographical and production-systems mix, and comprised individual 

animal records representing a range of CH4 measurement methods, breeds, lactation stage and 

age. Detailed description of the data is presented in Table 1. Rumen CH4 emissions were 

measured using either chambers, sniffers (NG Guardian, Gasmet, Greenfeed, F10) or the SF6 

method. Alongside direct CH4 production measurements, a number of CH4 proxies were also 

made available. Data from different countries and centers were combined in a large common 

dataset. Only CH4 proxies or core variables that were shared by most of the original 16 datasets 

were included in the final combined dataset. These included herd, breed, parity, days in milk 

(DIM), body weight (BW), dry matter intake (DMI), CH4 measurement methods, milk yield, 

milk fat and milk protein. Data were first normalized across the original datasets by harmonizing 

units of measurement and labels of categorical variables for proxies and CH4 emissions. Only 

records from cows between 5 and 365 days in milk were considered. The final combined dataset 

comprised of 48,804 observations from 2,391 cows. 

 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics of the numeric variables from combined heterogeneous dataset. 

 

Variable # obs. mean min Max 
 

     

Dry matter intake (DMI) 

kg/d 

912 17.9 7.4 39.3 

Milk Yield (kg/d) 48802 33.5 8.0 76.0 

Milk Protein % 38091 3.3 2.3 5.4 

Milk Fat % 38125 3.8 1.8 9.9 

Body weight (BW) kg 48641 571.0 399.0 866.0 

Methane (CH4) g/day 48804 347.0 100.0 999.0 

Parity, no. 48757 - 1.0 14.0 

Days in milk (DIM), no. 48784 170.0 5.0 365.0 

 

Statistical analysis 

Principal component analysis (PCA) was used 1) to detect potential data stratification, and 2) to 

explore clustering of proxies related to CH4. Then, a Random Forest (RF) algorithm (Breiman, 

2001) was implemented to predict CH4 emissions and to estimate the importance of CH4 proxy 

variables in the prediction model. Regression trees to predict the CH4 phenotype were grown 

using herd, lactation stage, breed, parity, DIM, BW, CH4 measurement method, milk yield, milk 

fat and protein as predictors. The number of bootstrapped trees and the number of proxies 

(variables) randomly used each time were previously tuned through cross-validation. 

Convergence was obtained after 1000 trees and optimal number of proxies = 5, with final node 
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size < 5.  A second random forest model was built using only datasets where DMI was available 

as an additional proxy. 

The predictive ability of the RF models was estimated through 2 cross-validation 

strategies. Cross-validation within herds was designed so that all records from the same cow 

were always assigned to the same fold, and predictions were obtained using the remaining folds. 

Hence, CH4 records from a given cow were predicted from data of her herd mates and cows in 

other herds. On the other hand, cross-validation between herds was designed by leaving out all 

cows from one herd (each at a time) as testing set, and the other herds as reference set. These 

mimics a more practical scenario for the industry. Predictive ability, was then measured as the 

correlation between observed and predicted CH4 values, and was evaluated under two scenarios: 

a) the whole data set without considering DMI b) considering only herds with DMI records 

available. 

 

 

Figure 1. Boxplots of enteric methane emissions (g/d) per herd within country. 
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Results and discussion 
Summary statistics from heterogeneous data 

Summary statistics of the heterogeneous data compiled from 16 herds in 9 European countries on 

varying cattle breeds, CH4 measurement methods and related proxies are reported in Table 1. 

The final dataset comprised three CH4 measurement methods (chamber: 662 records; SF6: 200 

records; sniffer: 47942 records) used in 5 dairy breeds (Brown Swiss: n. 136; Holstein: n. 48546; 

Nordic Cross: n. 17; Nordic Red/Ayrshire: n. 92; Norwegian: n. 13). Average enteric CH4 

emissions per country ranged from 280 to 543 g/d. Figure 1 summarizes CH4 emissions by herd. 

Overall means were DMI 19.2 kg/d (±4.2); milk yield 33.6 kg/d (±8.5); milk protein 3.3% 

(±0.23); milk fat 3.8% (±0.62); and BW 571 kg (±110.8). 

 

Relevance of proxies 

Results from PCA showed good clustering of records by herd and CH4 measurement method. 

Such clustering is somewhat expected as each herd has its own feeding and management 

practices. Likewise, CH4 measurement methods are also known to have their own technical 

specificities. From the RF model, the proxies that gave larger mean squared error (MSE) 

reduction or that increased node-purity were milk yield, milk fat, DIM, BW, herd and country of 

origin. Our results also showed that when included, DMI ranked second for MSE reduction and 

third for node-purity increase. Breed and CH4 measurement method ranked at the bottom of 

variable importance (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. Rankings of proxy variable importance (in terms of MSE reduction or increase in Node 

Purity) from the Random Forest model without dry matter intake. 
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Predictive accuracy 

The overall prediction accuracy, measured as Pearson correlation between observed and 

predicted CH4 emissions, was 0.813 (Figure 3). When DMI was included, the overall accuracy 

was 0.814. However, within-herd accuracy improved substantially when DMI was included, 

whereas the overall accuracy suffered from the much lower sample size. Table 2 reports the 

accuracies from RF models in both scenarios. Suitable enteric CH4 emissions prediction models 

that work across breeds and production environments are scant in literature. Combining 

heterogeneous data from different sources (breeds, methods of measurement, feeding and 

production systems) has the potential to provide robust and accurate CH4 prediction models. 

Strategies and methods to combine heterogeneous data are an important area of research to 

produce more meaningful results which are likely to be closer to the reality, reliable, robust, and 

that are easier to be validly generalized. The results from this study showed that combining data 

on proxies for CH4 from individual animals and from diverse sources when processed using 

modern statistical tools provide robust within herd prediction of CH4 emissions. However, larger 

uncertainty was observed between herds with higher accuracies for predictions obtained in herds 

with respiration chambers. Sniffers showed accuracies between -0.24 and 0.55. 

 

Figure 3. Observed versus predicted methane production per herd. 
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Table 2. Within-herd and between-herd prediction accuracy (Pearson correlation between 

observed and predicted values) for enteric methane emissions from proxies, from cross-validated 

random forest (RF) models with and without DMI as proxy. 

 

 

Herd 

 

n 

 

CH4 method 

Within-herd 

accuracy (no 

DMI) 

Within-herd 

accuracy 

 (with DMI) 

Between-

herd 

accuracy 

      

B002 104 chamber 0.148 0.595 0.476 

D001 60 chamber 0.573 0.349 0.514 

I001 106 chamber 0.535 0.869 0.661 

I002 42 SF6 -0.014 0.261 0.150 

L001 54 chamber 0.520 0.870 0.800 

L002 2175 sniffer 0.406 0.411 -0.238 

N001 2247 sniffer 0.322 - 0.101 

P001_1 31126 sniffer 0.550 - -0.025 

P001_2 3221 sniffer 0.685 - -0.128 

S001 315 chamber 0.800 0.843 0.435 

SDM01 142 sniffer 0.822 - 0.552 

SDM02 71 sniffer 0.787 - 0.517 

SDM03 126 sniffer 0.823 - 0.371 

U001 550 sniffer 0.274 0.423 -0.043 

U002 2890 sniffer 0.261 - 0.029 

 

Conclusions 

 
In this study heterogeneous data on proxies for CH4 from 13 research centers across 9 European 

countries belonging to the Methagene EU COST Action FA1302 consortium on “Large-scale 

methane measurements on individual ruminants for genetic evaluations” were compiled for 

development of robust enteric CH4 prediction models. For across-country predictions, an overall 

accuracy of 0.81 was estimated from the combined data. Milk yield, milk fat, DIM, BW, herd 

and country of origin appeared to be the most relevant variables for prediction of CH4. Enteric 

CH4 prediction models that work across breeds and production environments are rare in 

literature. This study has provided methods and approaches by which heterogeneous individual 

animal observations on proxies for CH4 from different sources can be compiled, standardized 

and harmonized to develop robust models that work across diverse production systems and 
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environments, with larger accuracies realized if methane records are measured in a subset of 

cows in all herds. The methodology outlined here can be extended to combining heterogeneous 

data, pedigree information and also genome-wide dense marker information for the estimation of 

genetic parameters and prediction of breeding values. 
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